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SafeBreach Studio
The First No-Code Platform for Red Teams
Your red team needs the ability to run real-world attack scenarios that matter to your organization and 
provide actionable results. But red-team exercises can be resource-intensive, expensive, and difficult to 
operationalize—until now.
As the industry’s first no-code red-team platform, SafeBreach Studio unifies every aspect of attack 
planning—from scenario development through execution—in a single, no-code environment. Red teamers of 
all skill levels can create, customize, and run sophisticated attacks with no coding experience necessary, using 
a simple drag-and-drop interface that enhances efficiency and provides the data you need to drive results.
SafeBreach Studio is available as part of the SafeBreach breach and attack simulation (BAS) platform 
and gives your red team the power to: 

The SafeBreach Advantage

Largest attack playbook in the 
industry (25,000+ attacks and 
counting) 

Only vendor offering 24-hour 
SLA for US-CERT and emerging 
threats 

Widest MITRE ATT&CK coverage 

Scalable, enterprise-ready  
platform with simple deployment 

Mature technology partner  
ecosystem 

Run Attacks When & How You Want

Easily generate custom attack plans and control every aspect 
of an attack, including when and how it runs, associated 
parameters, sequencing steps, and the desired simulators. 

Analyze Threat Results

Analyze attack test results to understand simulation details, 
parameters, and goals—all mapped to MITRE ATT&CK, individ-
ual threat groups, specific industries, or NIST control mapping.  

Drive Your Business Forward

Customize visualizations to make the results of red-team 
exercises actionable and enable consistent communication to 
stakeholders across the organization. Track progress to confi-
dently communicate security posture improvement over time.

The SafeBreach BAS Platform 
SafeBreach offers continuous security validation powered by BAS 
to test the effectiveness of all layers of your security stack inde-
pendently and provide unmatched visibility into how your ecosys-
tem responds at each stage of an attack. The SafeBreach platform 
will enable your security team to execute breach scenarios across 
the entire cyber kill chain, automate and prioritize remediation, and 
strengthen your cyber resiliency.


